Setting Healthy
Boundaries between
Birth and Foster
Families

5 Reasons
Why Extreme
Kids Eat
Lunch Alone

By Brynn Burger—ADDitude Magazine
When you raise an extreme child who has ADHD, you worry
about whether your child will always be a loner. Here are 5 reasons why your child is having difficulty making (and keeping)
friends.
Raising children with special needs changes the way most run-of-the-mill
parents see childhood and its inherent risks. Our concerns and fears move
quickly from “Will they be picked last in gym class?” to “Will they make it
through school?” From, “Will anyone show up to their birthday party?” to
“Will they end up another statistic, like an addict, or fall victim to suicide?”
Every parent worries, but when you raise what I call an extreme child, it’s
like walking on eggshells in your own home. Every emotion can be explosive, and most are unpredictable. Feelings cause frustration, and most extreme children struggle with articulation and expression. These difficulties
cause major riffs when children are young and trying to navigate the treacherous waters of friendship.
Here are five reasons why extreme children sometimes walk the fine line
between loner and lonely:

1. Our Kids Are Very Literal
When your child is on the Autism Spectrum, diagnosed with attention deficit
disorder (ADHD or ADD), Oppositional Defiant Disorder, or one of a myriad other diagnoses, they tend to live in a black-and-white world. Their diagnoses do not affect their ability to see in color, but they do weigh heavily on
their success in grasping basic social constructs—such as sarcasm or joking.

Boundaries are essential in any kind of relationship—
between parents and children, friends, employers and
employees, and certainly between foster families and
birth families. Simply stated, a boundary is anything
that separates two things. For the purposes of
communication and relationships, setting healthy
boundaries means talking about what is and is not
okay. Taking the time to put reasonable and healthy
boundaries in place can mean more open
communications between foster and birth families—as
well as clearer expectations for everyone. As foster
parents, one of the ways you can help support a positive
future for both the children in your care as well as the
birth families with whom you interact is by working to
establish and model healthy boundaries. You may want
to take some time to think about the boundaries you
already have, as well as boundaries that you may need
to strengthen or establish. Your licensing agency can
also be a resource of help and information as you work
through this process. Here are a few examples to get
you started:




How do you answer questions about the family story
or background of the children in your care?
How much personal information do you share about
yourself and your family with the child’s birth
family?
How will birthdays, holidays, and other special
occasions be handled?
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You can’t ask my son why some commonly shared jokes are funny or you
might get a very serious response like my friend received from her son, who
is on the spectrum: “Mom, I do not know why people keep telling Uranus
jokes.”
CLICK TO CONTINUE READING
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Self-Harming Behaviors: How
You Can Help Your Child
Perhaps one of our greatest instincts as parents
is to protect our children from harm. That’s why
it can be particularly disturbing when you
discover your child is self-harming. What could
possibly cause a child to intentionally hurt
themselves? More importantly, is there
anything you can do to prevent it from
happening?
Self-harming is defined as deliberately injuring
oneself without suicidal intent. Most commonly
it involves self-cutting, but can also include
behaviors such as burning, scratching, and
hitting oneself to the point of injury. So, why
would anyone hurt themselves on purpose?
There are a variety of reasons why a youth
might self-harm. Self-harming is often a way of
providing relief from interpersonal problems,
unpleasant thoughts, and overwhelmingly
painful emotions. Youth who self-harm often
have a negative self-image. For some, it can
induce a positive emotional state similar to
cocaine and other drugs that release endorphins
to create good feelings. For others self-harming
can be a pain killer. With the injury, the internal
pain shifts to external pain, which is often more
bearable. Like cocaine and other “pain killers,”
self-harming often becomes addictive, as well.
CONTINUE READING

ADOPTION
RESPITE
Each adopted child who
receives a subsidy from Iowa is
eligible to receive five days of
respite care per fiscal year at $20
per day. The current fiscal year
for the Adoption Respite Program
runs from July 1, 2017 to June 30,
2018. All respite days must be
used during these dates and the
form must be submitted no later
than Friday, July 6, 2018.
VIEW ADOPTION RESPITE FORM

How Do I Respond When
Other Children Are
Being Mean to Mine?
“Sometimes when we are around family members or
friends who do not have consistent behavior expectations for their children, their child has a tendency to be
mean to my child. My first reaction is for “Mama Bear”
to come out and jump all over that child. Usually
though, I do nothing. What would be an appropriate
and helpful way to respond to this type of behavior
with other people’s children?”
BREATHE. As always, the first step to handling difficult behaviors is to pause and breathe. The skill of
composure helps us to turn off the negative responses to our situations and refocus our energy in a positive direction. Take a moment to breathe deeply and
calm yourself before responding to the situation.
ATTRIBUTE POSITIVE INTENT. When someone
else’s child acts in a hurtful way towards your child,
stay in your place of calm and attribute positive intent
to the misbehavior. You do this by saying to yourself
something like, “Oops, they must not know how to use
kind words,” rather than “I can’t believe they are acting like this…they should know better!” Positive intent
helps you stay in a problem-solving state and helps
you to offer those problem-solving skills to children.
You can even demonstrate this skill to your child and
the other child when you approach them about their
behavior. While you might be tempted to ignore the
behavior altogether, or choose a frustrated or angry
response, instead begin with something like, “Oops! It
looks like you may not know how to use helpful behavior. I will help you, so we can all stay safe.” Remember to use a sincere tone, not a sarcastic one.
This isn’t a time for sarcasm or shaming, it’s a time for
teaching.
USE ASSERTIVE LANGUAGE. In Conscious Discipline, we learn that assertive language is the voice of
no doubt…it is what it is. To practice an assertive
voice, you can recite something like, “The sky is blue,
the grass is green, you may not hit…hitting hurts.” Using a formula like this helps to keep your tone from
sounding passive or aggressive.
Click Here to Continue Reading
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